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“A superb study, one of the few indispensable books on Vietnam . . . ”¹

Few books occupy a more curious place in the history of academic study of Southeast Asia than Jeffrey Race’s War Comes to Long An (WCLA), now re-issued in expanded form by the University of California Press nearly four decades after its initial publication.² Since its appearance in 1972, this dense account of communist victory in a single province of the former South Vietnam has never gone out of print. A generation ago, rare was the graduate student at an American university—and rarer still the faculty member—with an interest in Vietnam or in modern Southeast Asia’s history and politics who did not add the book to his or her personal library. Even among scholars with no particular interest in the Vietnam War, the book’s familiar red spine and its cover photograph—showing the bomb-rack of an American plane flying over the flat ricelands of the Mekong Delta, a hamlet burning just after an air-strike far below—figured for many of us as a familiar part of our dissertation advisors’ office décor.
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The sheer volume of scholarship on Southeast Asia—and not least on Vietnam—across the disciplines has multiplied many times over since the 1980s, and even since the 1990s. Nevertheless, WCLA retains its place in the Southeast Asian “area studies” canon. It enjoys this status despite (or is it because of?) the fact that its author, while prolific in the years immediately following WCLA’s publication, did not embark on a conventional academic career or write a second book. Indeed, Jeffrey Race has long represented a somewhat mysterious figure to many admirers of his work.

Skeptics trained in Southeast Asian and Vietnamese studies in the last decade or so need only test for themselves the enduring consensus that WCLA is a good and important book. They need only, that is, ask around in order to discover the positive, if often rather vague, regard in which scholars still hold it. They would also do well, however, to quiz those whom they ask about WCLA on what exactly they took away from it. For to return to it in these times, really to sit down and read it from cover to cover, proves in two respects a rather astonishing experience.

First, one encounters the work’s striking methodological aspect, what one might call its “social science.” This encounter leads one initially to wonder how the “area studies” crowd of a generation and two generations ago could ever share high regard for WCLA. To be sure, Race’s book offers a studiously fair-minded and detailed narrative treatment of the rural insurgency in the Republic of Vietnam. Its balance, its refreshing freedom from tendentious political point-scoring and cant of either left or right, would in itself win WCLA enduring approval and even respect among academic specialists on the region. In its narrative detail, it would win popularity for use in the classroom. But how many of the Southeast Asianists who own WCLA, who consider it canonical, and who assign at least sections of the book to their students have actually read it in its entirety, let alone given serious thought to its methodology? To encounter WCLA’s social science is to wonder about the answer to this question.

The second respect in which returning to WCLA proves rather astonishing lies in one’s realization of how vividly and even movingly it speaks to the historiography of post-1945 Southeast Asia. Ironically, it makes this latter contribution not least through its social science and the terminology that it employs to operationalize that social science.

The detailed circumstances of WCLA’s creation—the chapters in its fine-grain intellectual history, as it were—are the subject of the extended interview
with Jeffrey Race that accompanies this review essay. The broad scope of that interview leaves the review free to focus on a narrower set of concerns. These concerns are three: WLCA’s “social science”; the new chapter and forewords that appear in the expanded 2010 edition of the book; and WCLA’s relationship to the historiography of post-1945 Southeast Asia.

Two features of WCLA make it the “superb study” that it is: its closely argued narrative history of insurgency in the Mekong Delta and its social science. This review essay focuses above all on the latter feature of the book. For Southeast Asianists have shared a tendency to focus on, learn from, and value the book’s former, narrative feature. The essay confronts the unfortunate consequences of this incomplete reading of WCLA, this neglect of its pioneering theoretical dimension.

Scholars of Southeast Asia and beyond have derived little understanding, in either empirical or methodological terms, from the so called “Scott-Popkin debate” over “peasant” rationality and the bases of collective action. Race’s book, even in its original 1972 edition, transcends the methodological limitations of that debate. It offers a deft and compelling “rational choice” argument, one overlooked by Southeast Asianists whose first encounter with rational-choice scholarship came via the attention-grabbing and unsatisfying work of Samuel Popkin. Recognition of WCLA’s more compelling, and even more sophisticated, approach ought to lead scholars of Southeast Asian politics—and even, the review’s conclusion argues, of Southeast Asian history—to reconsider their general hostility to individual-choice-centered approaches.

The Social Science of War Comes to Long An

Jeffrey Race served in Vietnam as an officer in the United States Army during 1965–1967. He spent half of his time “in country” as a communications technician at the headquarters of the United States Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV), at Tân Sơn Nhứt Airbase, and half as a member of a district-level rural advisory team in Xuyên Mộc District of Phước Tú Province. By late 1967, within months of returning to the United States and leaving active duty in the armed forces, he was back in South Vietnam to begin the research that led to the publication of WCLA five years later. In the original preface to his book, Race locates its origins in his realization, while serving as a US Army officer in rural Vietnam, that “my fellow officers and I frequently had to make decisions affecting people’s lives with an insufficient
understanding both of actual conditions and of the nature of the conflict itself of which we were a part.” He offers up WCLA as the fruit of his personal, after-the-fact effort to improve understanding.

In its origins, then, WCLA bears uncanny similarity to a pair of indispensable later works of scholarship on Vietnam by Americans likewise impelled by the need better to understand the conflict in which they had taken part during their military service. In the preface to Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, David Marr roots his work in curiosity about the striking “ideological consensus” among the adversaries that he confronted as a military officer in Vietnam in the early 1960s. Keith Taylor’s military service in Vietnam dated to the end of the same decade. Nevertheless, he begins The Birth of Vietnam by noting his curiosity, not about the events of that decade, but rather about his opponents’ history. He recalls asking himself, “Where did these people come from?” and calls his book, “my answer to that question.”

Like those of Marr and Taylor, Race’s book grew out of a determination formed during military service better to understand Vietnamese and their conflict, not Americans or America in Vietnam. Significantly, WCLA argues that the war in Long An had been won, or lost, by 1965, before the introduction of American forces into the province. In putting Vietnamese actors at the center of his understanding and of the story that he fashioned from that understanding, Race could draw, like Marr and Taylor, on a high level of linguistic proficiency. But Race did not seek training as an historian. He did not immerse himself in books from the 1920–1945 period in the holdings of France’s Bibliothèque Nationale, like Marr, or in Chinese and Vietnamese chronicles treating the first ten centuries AD of Vietnamese history, like Taylor. Instead, he returned directly to South Vietnam and focused his research on a single province. Race interviewed Vietnamese on both sides of the conflict of which he had been a part (albeit not in the province that he chose to study). He foraged for documents with immediate relevance to that conflict. Race made, that is, a series of choices that revealed a preference to seek understanding in recent events—rather than in more remote reaches of history—and in rural Vietnam, where his lack of understanding had become so disturbingly clear to him—rather than in the library. Viewed in retrospect, these choices come as no surprise. For Race was not yet 30 years old, and he did not face the disciplinary constraints of a doctoral
program or membership of an academic department. The surprise in all this lies, rather, in the enduring interest of the work of scholarship in which these choices resulted.

Or rather one of the surprises lies there. A second surprise is that the young Race developed so sophisticated a social-scientific apparatus through which to make clear to others what he himself had come to understand. For, despite telling himself that “my own prior academic training in political science was of virtually no use,” Race crafted a work of serious and in many respects innovative social science, a work that political scientist Tuong Vu credits with combining “formal modeling and interviewing.”

In making this characterization of WCLA, Tuong Vu might well reverse the order of his descriptors. As originally published in 1972, WCLA has six substantive chapters. The first three trace the progress of communist insurgency during 1954–1955, 1956–1959, and 1960–1965, respectively. These chapters offer a careful narrative of waning and then waxing communist fortunes; the carefulness of this narrative gives WCLA its denseness. The narrative draws on Race’s interviews, and it incorporates long, valuable quotations from his translations of captured communist documents. Rich and immediate—and thus magnificent for excerpting and use in the classroom—as these chapters are, what marks them above all is what Race terms “a certain selectivity of focus.” They seek “to account for the communist success and the government failure in Long An . . . to show what provided this margin of superiority.” The chapters present a vivid record of Sài Gòn’s misapprehension of developments in Long An and of the communists’ emergence as the agents driving those developments.

At the time of their appearance and even today, these first three substantive chapters of WCLA would in their own right make for an excellent short monograph. But, not least as regards communist agency, these chapters have significance far greater than their empirical and narrative value. For they also lay the ground-work for WCLA’s most important section, the “analytic review” presented in Chapter 4, “Lessons from Long An.” That chapter builds its interpretation of the events and trends described in the preceding three chapters by means of what Tuong Vu has in mind when he refers to Race’s “formal modeling.” The present review labels this approach Race’s “social science.”
TERMINOLOGY AND CONCEPTS

In “Lessons from Long An,” the quotations from documents and interviews and the narrative of the preceding chapters of WCLA abruptly give way to the introduction of a range of abstract terms and to the explication of the conceptual framework that these terms define. Even after nearly forty years, Race’s explication proves fresh, elegant, and engaging. The most important of the terms introduced in the chapter include “reinforcement strategy” and “preemptive strategy,” “the assimilation of forces,” “the distribution of values,” and “contingent incentives.” The framework that relates these terms to one another conceptually is the social science of WCLA. At the heart of that social science one finds what lies in whole or part at the heart of all social science: a determination to stylize group and/or individual behavior—in this case, as we shall see, both—and the need, often ducked, convincingly to relate the two sorts of behavior.

Race tars the Sài Gòn government with pursuit of what he calls a reinforcement strategy in Long An. It opted only, he writes, “to consolidate and strengthen the existing distribution of values” rather than to build a broader base of support for itself. All of its policies and security measures thus amounted to “a reinforcement, and not a reordering, of the existing [social] system.” In contrast, Sài Gòn’s communist adversaries opted for “a strongly (though not purely) preemptive strategy.” They consciously broadened the base of support for their movement beyond that naturally, automatically, or initially won over by their “promised distribution of values.” To this end, they needed to “preempt just the minimum portion of the population necessary to gain victory...”

In practice, the communists’ strategy of preemption required framing and implementing a series of policies targeted at the broader base of support that they determined it necessary to win over in Long An, and indeed in rural South Vietnam generally. These policies included those relating to local recruitment, promotion of individuals without reference to formal educational attainments beyond the reach of most rural southerners, and programs “distinctly perceived as useful within the local community,” such as land redistribution and progressive taxation. Race conceptualized this raft of policies as the “assimilation of forces.” This approach contrasted markedly with that of the Sài Gòn government. It also, he argues in terms that will gratify even the
most demanding arm-chair tactician, enabled the communists to best
government forces endowed with far superior material resources.23

In introducing and explicating these concepts—preemptive strategy, the
assimilation of forces—and in fashioning from them his abstracted, sche-
matic, social-scientific account of communist victory in Long An, Race
credits the Vietnamese Communist Party with a “social strategy.”24 Indeed, it
is in connection with that strategy that he first mentions the communists’
preemptive approach.25 In writing of “social classes,” “preempted classes,”
target classes,” “the landless, poor, and middle peasants,” “rich peasants, and
landlords,” Race roots his analysis in the existence of meaningful, even iden-
tifiable, categories within rural southern Vietnamese society.26 He attributes
to the members of these categories—these coherent aggregations of individ-
ual actors—an ability, a willingness, or at the very least a decision of some
sort to come together in collective action. Race further observes that officials
of the Sài Gòn government did not understand “the social content” of the
acts committed against them, that they failed to see those acts as “conse-
quences of the organization of society itself.”27 The observation underlines
what amounts to his implicit acceptance of such aggregations and of their
role in making collective action possible.

While the historian may find such acceptance unremarkable, in Chapter 4
of WCLA Race leaves the well documented narrative of the book’s earlier
chapters behind. In the terminology introduced in the chapter alone, he
signals his aspiration to serious social-scientific analysis. Pulling sloppily
defined or imprecisely specified categories of rural southern Vietnamese—
categories on which analysis in turn depends—out of a black box would sit
poorly with such an aspiration. How, then, does Race address the need to
account for the collective action central to the “revolutionary movement,”
whose victory in Long An he seeks to explain?28 To what does he attribute
the coherence of the categories within rural Vietnamese society, the aggre-
gations of individual actors, on which his analysis appears to depend? What
Race does not do, at least in Chapter 4 of WCLA, is present elaborate statis-
tics on the province’s social structure, as indicated by income or land
ownership, in an effort to divide its population into “classes.” Instead, he
develops an approach grounded in the concepts of “values” and of “conting-
gent incentives.”
Rather late in Chapter 4, Race writes that the “common characteristic” of the Vietnamese Communist Party’s policies in Long An—the same policies that underlay the assimilation of forces—“is that they offered *contingent incentives.*”29 He defines a contingent incentive as one “contingent both on certain kinds of behavior by the target individual and on the continued existence of the sponsoring organization.”30 The resultant “link of interdependence . . . is as strong as the individual’s desire for the reward offered, and as enduring as the contingency.” “Target classes” have now given way to “the target individual.” Individuals calculate the prospect of gain in the context of the likelihood that the circumstances making gain possible will continue to obtain. The communists may offer a farmer land, but he knows that his access to that land remains contingent on the continued success of the communists’ revolutionary movement. Further, that farmer recognizes his incentive to support the movement in order to contribute to the likelihood of such success.31

Far from satisfying himself with the ascription of agency to loosely specified aggregations of rural southern Vietnamese or even attempting some sort of satisfactory empirical specification of such aggregations, Race assigns agency to individual rural southern Vietnamese. Little wonder, then, that a footnote explains his derivation of the concept of contingent incentives from a related concept in the work of none other than Mancur Olson—arguably the pre-eminent early apostle of rational-choice approaches in political science.32 Tuong Vu’s reference to the formal modeling of WCLA is now rather clearer. The specific foundations of Jeffrey Race’s formalism and his modeling made him, that is, a “ratsi”—a scholar applying rational choice theory to the study of comparative politics—avant la lettre. It is an odd trait to discover in the author of a book that has enjoyed the enduring admiration of the “area studies” crowd.

And what of “values”? It is through reference to that latter concept that Race conceptualizes the aggregation of the individual choices among rural southern Vietnamese into collective support for the communists’ revolutionary movement. As we have seen, Race criticizes the Sài Gòn government for reinforcing the extant “distribution of values” in Long An. In contrast, he notes, “what attracted people to the revolutionary movement was that it represented a new society in which there would be an *individual* redistribution


of values.”33 He notes that this peculiar term, “the distribution of values,” refers not only to “power and status,” but also to “material possessions,” to wealth, income, land.34 In Race’s conceptualization, values and their distribution thus connect individual choice and preference to collective action in support of the revolutionary movement. In WCLA’s social science, values serve as Race’s answer to a question even more fundamental than how to understand the class structure of Long An society. For they offer a theory of how individual members of that society aggregate themselves into groups. Through its attention to values and their distribution, too, WCLA speaks to the historiography of modern Southeast Asia, or so the final section of this review argues.

The importance of Chapter 4 of WCLA is four-fold. First, its elegant and convincing theory-building, grounded in the empirical material presented in the three preceding chapters, represents a triumph of inductive scholarship. Second, the theory that Race builds in the chapter in turn powers his adroit critique of no fewer than nine “favorite explanation[s] or set[s] of explanations to account for the collapse of the government position in Long An” by 1965, as encountered during his interviews with officials of the Sài Gòn government.35 Each of these same nine lines of explanation would later also feature in official public explanations of American strategy and tactics and in much early “Vietnam War revisionism.” Those of us whose own memories of Bob McNamara’s confident briefings pre-date “The Fog of War,” or who wonder whether “victory” would have been as simple a matter as Harry Summers, William Colby, and Lewis Sorley (to name but three) have contended, will find Race’s unimpeachable, nearly four-decade-old critique of each of these lines strikingly spot-on.36 While such an exercise lies outside the scope of this review, it might prove instructive to line these nine explanations for South Vietnamese defeat in the countryside and Race’s critiques of them up against the arguments of the more recent “Vietnam War revisionist scholarship” associated with such scholars as Mark Moyar.37

Third, the chapter presents a robust theory of the considerations and factors that account for rural Southeast Asians’ support for or participation in rebellion or revolution. Chapter 4 addresses many of the issues at stake, and treads the ground fought over, in the famous “moral economy-rational economy” or “Scott-Popkin debate.”38 Yet James C. Scott’s Moral Economy of
*the Peasant* and Samuel Popkin’s *Rational Peasant* appeared four and seven years, respectively, after Race’s book. To read *WCLA*’s Chapter 4 now is thus to wonder whether either of those books drew on *WCLA* and its theorizing. It is also to ask how retrospective attention to *WCLA* might inform our understanding of their debate. A fourth and final basis for the importance of the chapter is that it stimulates more general versions of these same questions. How ought we to understand Race’s innovative work in the context of the history of American political science? What have political scientists made of that work? Have they used the social science developed and presented in *WCLA*’s fourth chapter? We now turn to these third and fourth aspects of the chapter’s importance, in turn.

**Scott and Popkin, but What about Race?**

In 1979, seven years after the appearance of *WCLA*, Samuel Popkin (and, again, the University of California Press) published *The Rational Peasant: The Political Economy of Rural Society in Vietnam*. From the opening lines of its preface, which refer to “romantic portraits of peasant life [that] are overdrawn and mislead us . . . [and] lead in turn to misguided programs,” Popkin uses his book to attack what he calls “the moral economy approach” to understanding peasant life. While Popkin lists Eric Wolf, James C. Scott, and Joel Migdal as exemplars of this approach, he makes of Scott and Scott’s ideas—not least as presented in the latter’s well received, now classic, but then just three-year-old book *The Moral Economy of the Peasant: Rebellion and Subsistence in Southeast Asia*—the principal targets of his critique. It is for this reason that the “debate” triggered by the appearance of *The Rational Peasant* came to be known as the “Scott-Popkin debate.”

It is not the purpose of this review essay to revisit this controversy in exhaustive detail. In truth, and as the historian Edwin Moïse points out, the Scott-Popkin debate is not much of a debate at all. In mischaracterizing the ideas that he claims to criticize, Popkin commits “serious errors.” Popkin suffers from confusion over what Scott and those whom he calls Scott’s fellow “moral economists” actually mean when they use the term “moral.” His book is concerned, ultimately, with “different phenomena” from those that concern Scott. Nonetheless, Popkin’s hand-waving had its effect. For no less prominent an anti-“area studies” ratsu than Robert Bates describes the Scott-Popkin
debate as the “bridge that connected rational choice theory to a wider audience.” Bates may be correct in crediting Popkin with accelerating that approach’s entry into the mainstream of the field of comparative politics. At the same time, however, *The Rational Peasant* also helped engender Southeast Asianists’ lasting aversion to rational choice theory.

To be sure, dissatisfaction with Popkin’s book among Southeast Asianists has a number of sources. One is clearly political: Scott’s determination to understand and explain rural Southeast Asians’ recourse to armed rebellion could only resonate positively with scholars of the region in the immediate aftermath of America’s war in Vietnam. *The Moral Economy of the Peasant* was read then and continues to be read as a book in great sympathy with rural Southeast Asian revolutionaries. The perception of Popkin’s lack of sympathy with Scott’s project would thus inevitably count against him. A second source may lie in the shallow empirical foundations of *The Rational Peasant*. Even for scholarship pre-dating the growth of Vietnamese studies since 1990, the breeziness and superficiality of Popkin’s treatment of rural Catholic society in Vietnam, of the Cao Đài and Hòa Hảo, and of communist revolutionaries, inspire little confidence in his arguments. Popkin’s uncompromisingly deductive approach to the study of Vietnamese society only deepens this lack of confidence. Third is the matter of sensibility. Popkin makes it all too easy to conflate his determination to root his work in individual choice with another issue: what Moïse calls Popkin’s writing “as if there were no connection between economics and other aspects of human life.” We need to return to this point. For now, it suffices to say that this point complements the two preceding points in helping account for the side that scholars of the region overwhelmingly took in what was for them the non-contest between Scott and Popkin. Likewise, it helps account for Popkin’s role in giving individual-choice-centered approaches and the ratsis who practice them a bad name among a generation or two of serious Southeast Asianists.

Samuel Popkin and Jeffrey Race had significant contact both in Vietnam and in Cambridge, Massachusetts. *The Rational Peasant* includes *WCLA* in its bibliography. It cites the book but once, however, on a narrow empirical matter relating to conditions in Long An at the conclusion of the First Indochina War. The two books share overlapping concerns in both the theoretical and empirical realms: each takes a choice-centered approach, and Popkin
devotes an important section of The Rational Peasant to a discussion of communist success in rural central and southern Vietnam. But The Rational Peasant neither addresses, criticizes, nor builds on the earlier WCLA. This is a terrible shame, for reasons big and small.

First, the small reason: had Popkin learned from and drawn on WCLA, The Rational Peasant would be a far better and more serious book. His stubborn “focus on individual decision making” and his unremitting insistence on “a unifying investment logic that can be applied to markets, villages, relations with agrarian elites, and collective action” leave Popkin unable to present a convincing theory of collective action, of the aggregation of the interests of individual rural Vietnamese. In an effort to back out of this conceptual dead-end of his own making, in the last ten pages of his book Popkin rather abruptly pulls out of his hat—and out of the work of Norman Frohlich, Joe A. Oppenheimer, and Oran R. Young—the idea of the “political entrepreneur.” He uses this term to indicate the capable and credible “organizer” on whom a peasant focused on his personal costs and benefits can rely to “deliver.” In Popkin’s desperate denial of collective interests, he opts, that is, for a great-man theory of collective action. He turns to this theory rather than to one that, to recall Moise’s critique of The Rational Peasant, acknowledges the importance of “other aspects of human life” in addition to individuals’ economic concerns.

Or does he? To enjoy success in bringing rural Vietnamese together into a movement, Popkin’s great man must, it turns out, draw on “terms and symbols [that] his targets understand.” He ought also to “utilize cultural themes,” “moral codes,” and “visions of the future” that appeal to the peasantry. But these themes, codes, and visions figure merely as tools to induce individual “investments” in the movements that Popkin studies. For all their necessity, they remain incidental to his theorizing. For all their shared appeal, these themes, codes and visions are denied the significance of shared values. To accord them such significance would, after all, be to acknowledge bases for action that transcend the economistic calculus of individual “investment” decisions. It would be to give The Rational Peasant some of the power of The Moral Economy of the Peasant—or for that matter of WCLA, with its deft conceptualization of distributions of values as the bridge between individuals and aggregations.
And then the big reason: Gerardo Munck notes that *The Rational Peasant* represents “one of the first widely discussed applications of rational choice theory to a question of concern to comparativists.” The serious Southeast Asianist of the late 1970s and early 1980s needed only to read a few pages of Popkin’s book before unease would begin to set in. With the benefit of hindsight, it is clear that that unease lay in the serious Southeast Asianist’s early intimations of what James C. Scott calls the “universalistic, Leninist tendencies of some people who do rational choice.” Had Popkin’s book engaged, truly engaged, the earlier and less rigid, empirically sounder, and altogether more modest and less “universalistic” rational-choice scholarship of WCLA, how much sooner, more valuably, and less alarmingly this approach might contribute to the serious study of Southeast Asia.

NEGLIGENCE, MISUNDERSTANDING, AND LACK OF VALIDATION

Samuel Popkin’s hand-waving critique of the work of James C. Scott and others, and his failure to engage, learn from, or build on Jeffrey Race’s WCLA, did lasting damage to prospects for earlier, more fruitful co-existence between rationalists and mainstream Southeast Asianists. But blame for the neglect of WCLA’s social science does not lie with *The Rational Peasant* and that failure alone. For that same neglect also characterized most of the reviews that followed WCLA’s publication in 1972.

It did not begin that way. Praising WCLA as “brilliantly conceived and brilliantly executed,” John McAlister both firmly situates the book in Vietnamese history and offers a lucid explanation of Race’s concept of values and the importance of their distribution or ordering. McAlister’s review appeared on the cover of the Sunday *New York Times Book Review*, no less. Its prominence notwithstanding, reviews of the book in academic journals do not follow McAlister’s example of noting both WCLA’s empirical value and its social science. Some early academic reviewers of the book allude to its sophistication and the resultant value of its insight into communist success. But even these men decline in their reviews to grapple with or explicate the book’s terminology and concepts. Other scholarly reviewers focus overwhelmingly on Race’s detailed narrative of revolution in Long An, making occasional references to the implications of that narrative for American policy in Vietnam.
Only Frances Fitzgerald’s treatment of WCLA in *The New York Review of Books* joins McAlister in scrutinizing Race’s social science.65 Fitzgerald hails the book as one from which there is “much to be learned.” She contrasts it favorably with “all the garbage that has been written about Vietnam.” And, in her most important nod to the analytical force of Race’s book, she acknowledges in passing WCLA’s devastating exposure of Sài Gòn’s and Washington’s misapprehension of “security” in the Vietnamese countryside.66 Nevertheless, Fitzgerald accuses Race of rooting his concepts of preemptive and reinforcement strategies in his own obliviousness to the “interests” at stake on either side of the Vietnamese revolution. Unfortunately, Fitzgerald does not accord these concepts, as Race explains them in WCLA, the serious consideration that they deserve. Instead, she seems to ground her criticism of those concepts in a belief that “revolutionaries” need not develop strategies, that the presence of “the dispossessed” gives those revolutionaries the automatic “allegiance of the countryside.”

More recently, and prior to the publication of the 2010 edition of WCLA, Race’s social science did earn the attention of two of the contributors to the ambitious 2008 volume, *Southeast Asia in Political Science: Theory, Region, and Quantitative Analysis*.67 This book has as its purposes both to showcase “the wealth of political knowledge” in which the study of Southeast Asia has resulted, and to argue for the theoretical relevance of work on the region to the broader field of political science, at least as that field is now practiced in North America.68 To an outsider to the field, the distinct formalism that marks that practice, not only in its most positivistic and quantitative (“large-N”) or its most economics-envying rational-choice variants but also in its current theoretical mainstream, proves quite striking. That formalism certainly informs *Southeast Asia in Political Science*.

The sixty-page-long bibliography of *Southeast Asia in Political Science*, a “who’s who” of scholars who have published on the politics of the region, includes two entries for Jeffrey Race: one for WCLA and the second for a 1974 book chapter, “Toward an Exchange Theory of Revolution.”69 As befit contributions to a book on political science qua political science, the chapters of *Southeast Asia in Political Science* that consider Race’s work take the methodology of these two publications seriously.

The first of these contributions surveys the study of “contentious mass politics” in the Southeast Asian setting.70 As noted above, its author Tuong
Vu has perhaps recognized *WCLA*’s success in combining empirical research and formal methods more clearly than any other scholar. All the same, his brief review of Race’s argument neither explains nor assesses *WCLA*’s social science, the formal aspect of its approach. Rather, distinguishing between “peasant studies” and “political organization research” as “genres of analysis” in scholarship on contentious politics, Tuong Vu assigns both Race’s book and his 1974 article to the latter genre. Placing the work of Scott and Popkin in the former, peasant-studies, genre, he treats their “opposing causal ontologies” in some detail. The assignment of Race on the one hand and Scott and Popkin on the other to different genres of analysis makes good sense. The latter two scholars explicitly focus their work on peasant societies and on the nature of political agency within those societies, while Race pitches his book and his social science more broadly. Nevertheless, having assigned *WCLA* to a different pigeon-hole from Scott and Popkin, Tuong Vu does not address the possibility that its social science bridges the latter authors’ opposing ontologies. Neither does he in fact note the potentially broader applicability of the social science of the 1972 edition of *WCLA*.

In contrast to Tuong Vu’s chapter on contentious politics, Benedict Kerkvliet’s chapter in *Southeast Asia in Political Science*, on agrarian politics, does not artificially wall *WCLA* off from the work of Scott and Popkin. Too, the chapter calls particular attention to one of the most important of the book’s concepts: that of reinforcement. Its explanation of that concept is, however, misleading. Kerkvliet correctly apprehends Race’s contention that attention to social issues—the matter, again, of values—has more fundamental importance than organizational achievement in explaining revolutionary success. But Kerkvliet does not retrace *WCLA*’s social-scientific path to this conclusion. Indeed, he calls attention to the theoretical and generalizing ambitions of Race’s 1974 “exchange theory” article rather than to *WCLA*. And, inexcisibly, he similarly hails Popkin and his *Rational Peasant* rather than Race and his book’s crucial fourth chapter as numbering among “the first to study rebellion or revolution in Southeast Asia using in-depth methods that deliberately sought to contribute to theory.” Such, apparently, are the perils of opting for grounded, inductive methodology instead of showy but poorly argued deduction.

A third contribution to *Southeast Asia in Political Science*, Ardeth Maung Thawnghmung’s review of scholarship on “rural political economy,” makes
no mention of WCLA.\(^8^0\) This neglect comes in spite of the review’s focus on illustrating the great “opportunities for using rural Southeast Asia as an empirical base to generate new theoretical and analytical concepts” and of Race’s success in doing just that in WCLA.\(^8^1\) Like Tuong Vu, Ardeth Maung Thawngmung appears not to associate Race’s book and its approach with the methodological issues over which James C. Scott and Samuel Popkin sparred. Her review commends these latter scholars for having “introduced innovative analytical concepts and addressed larger theoretical questions that can be applied beyond Southeast Asia, making them stand apart from the broad body of studies devoted to Southeast Asian rural economy.”\(^8^2\) Of course, WCLA meets each of these criteria.

The treatment of WCLA in \textit{Southeast Asia in Political Science} further underlines the curiousness of its position among works of scholarship on the region. Not only has the book enjoyed enduring regard even though one of its significant features (its compelling narrative of communist success in Long An) has overshadowed another (its innovative, choice-centered social science). But even methodologically attuned political scientists engaged in a concerted effort to identify the innovative contributions of work on Southeast Asia to their field have also slighted, misunderstood, and ignored that social science. We must try, at the very least, to account for this latter development. Three factors appear germane.

First is Race’s genuinely inductive approach to the study of rural Southeast Asian society, which contrasts with the deductive approaches of Scott and Popkin. Race does not have as his primary goal the deployment of extant “theory” or of fundamental assumptions about the behavior of one subset of humanity—“peasants,” for example—to explain his “case” or “cases.” Race in fact understands the social-scientific analysis in Chapter 4 of WCLA as a matter of recognizing, naming, and explaining underlying patterns in human events as much as one of theory-building.\(^8^3\)

The structure of WCLA reflects the book’s inductive approach. The book begins with its three detailed and convincing empirical chapters. Neither those largely narrative chapters nor any preceding introductory section of the book lays out the theoretical arguments advanced in the fourth chapter. This choice moves WCLA’s social science, its statement of “the puzzle” and proposed theoretical solution thereof, farther from the spotlight than the
conventions of North American political science have favored in recent generations. In marked contrast to *The Rational Peasant* or even *The Moral Economy of the Peasant*, as well as to more recent mainstream work in the field of comparative politics as practiced in North America, *WCLA* fails to begin with a clearly indicated presentation of falsifiable, confirmable or “dis-confirmable,” and parsimonious theory. The formalism of that field, certainly today and even for several decades now, means that, ideally, this introductory presentation of theory ought also “specify” its “variables” explicitly. *WCLA*’s deviation from these norms, with its author’s failure directly to signal his contribution to an ongoing theoretical debate in the field, may lead many habituated to such formalism not to regard it as “social science” at all. They may relegate it, rather, to the disdained category of “descriptive” scholarship in “area studies.” But this view would bespeak a depressingly narrow, ahistorical, and frankly unsustainable view of what constitutes social science.

The second factor is timing. Unlike both *The Moral Economy of the Peasant* and *The Rational Peasant*, *WCLA* appeared while the United States remained at war in Indochina. The book thus spoke both to questions of policy that remained very raw and to issues in American politics and society that remained very emotional. That most reviewers of the book devoted little attention to its theoretical achievement proves therefore unsurprising. Further, in 1972 the very notion that social-scientific research on revolutionary warfare conducted in contemporary rural South Vietnam would result in work of lasting scholarly or intellectual value would have struck many as far-fetched. The reason for this likely reaction is no mystery. Indeed, *WCLA*’s original preface makes it clear. Calling the Vietnam conflict “the most ‘researched’ war” in American history, it notes the role of “the American government as the sole sponsor and consumer of the research,” the poor linguistic and academic preparation of most researchers working for that government, and the focus of their research on “trivial areas of study only marginally relevant to the basic issues of the conflict.”

The timing of *WCLA*’s original publication also helps account for the neglect of its social science, even among social scientists, in another way. In tracing the history of the field of comparative politics, as that field is practiced in the United States, Munck describes the era between the late 1960s and the late 1980s as “the post-behavioral period.” It followed the break-down of the
long behavioralist consensus that made modernization theory the dominant approach in the field.\textsuperscript{87} The period preceded the appropriation into the field of formal methods rooted—like those WCLA, as it happens—in economics, what Munck calls “the second scientific revolution.”\textsuperscript{88} He sees this two-decade-long theoretical interregnum as a time of increased methodological diversity and diminished disciplinary coherence.\textsuperscript{89} The era brought experiments that would have lasting influence, ranging from Scott’s \textit{Moral Economy of the Peasant} to Samuel P. Huntington’s \textit{Political Order in Changing Societies}.\textsuperscript{90} And, like any “period of great fertility and creativity,” it also included experiments destined, for all their promise, to have less influence.\textsuperscript{91} This latter outcome might be due to these experiments’ being lost in the shuffle of proliferating approaches, to their addressing a matter of political interest so great that it distracted from methodological innovation, or to their simply being ahead of their time. Each of these factors applies to \textit{WCLA}.

A third factor germane to any effort to account for the relative neglect of \textit{WCLA}’s social science proves simpler: the book was not seen as a contribution to “peasant studies.” Race does not entirely avoid describing rural southern Vietnamese as members of a peasantry.\textsuperscript{92} But his narrative of insurgency and failed counterinsurgency, like his analysis of revolutionary victory, would gain nothing from fixating on or seeking to explore the nature of peasant society for its own sake. He does not indulge in such a fixation or exploration, at least not explicitly. The empirical focus of \textit{WCLA} and its social science might give it direct relevance to other exciting and important work on collective action in rural Southeast Asia, work explicitly about “peasants.” Yet, long before Tuong Vu’s contribution to \textit{Southeast Asia in Political Science} assigned the book to another genre of scholarship, earlier rounds of such pigeon-holing seem to have excluded Race’s social science from that body of work.

Broad neglect of \textit{WCLA}’s social science among political scientists means that it has enjoyed none of validation, “testing,” or confirmation that characterize good social science. The absence of formal statements of testable propositions in Chapter 4 of \textit{WCLA} notwithstanding, it certainly contains a number of such propositions. Yet no political scientist seems to have sought to falsify them, to confirm or “disconfirm” them with a rigor corresponding to that of the chapter. Even among narrowly focused, data-rich studies of
communist victory in the Mekong Delta, studies that cite WCLA and agree with some or all of its conclusions, one also finds a failure to submit the theoretical basis of those conclusions to testing. Eric Bergerud’s book on Hậu Nghĩa Province—itself in fact created in 1963 from territory stripped away from Long An and two other provinces—epitomizes this failure. The focus of this book is military. WCLA’s uncompromising case against the usefulness of such a focus notwithstanding, that focus nonetheless helps explain Bergerud’s decision neither to test Race’s theorizing against his own data on Hậu Nghĩa nor to draw on WCLA’s social science in seeking to understand those data.

It is far harder to offer such an explanation for similar failures in David Elliott’s more recent, monumental, The Vietnamese War: Revolution and Social Change in the Mekong Delta, 1930–1975. As its title indicates, the relationship of revolution and social change lie at the center of this work’s concerns. While Elliott’s bibliography lists WCLA, neither volume of his fifteen-hundred-page study of a province lying directly to the southwest of Long An includes sustained discussion of the book or application of its approach to understanding the social bases of revolutionary collective action in the Mekong Delta. From its introduction onward, in marked contrast, The Vietnamese War would draw on the theories of James C. Scott and Samuel Popkin in interpreting its data. In practice, Elliott’s references to these scholars’ ideas serve as little more than rather casual, even trivial, short-hand for the primacy of collective or individual interests at certain junctures in his story. Use of that short-hand may serve Elliott’s presentation of a central theme of his work, relating to the changing nature of community and the broadening social horizons of the people of rural Mỹ Tho/Định Tường Province in the quarter-century after 1950. But it is impossible to find in The Vietnamese War either serious testing or rigorous application of “moral economy” and “rational economy” perspectives. The work’s empirical heft, the sheer mass of detail that distinguishes it, would make it well suited for each of these purposes. It would be equally well suited to validation of the social science of WCLA’s Chapter 4, to testing that social science against another “case.” Elliott contends that, as his account of the Vietnamese revolution nears its end, Popkinian perspectives have increasing explanatory power. One is left, alas, to wonder what application of Race’s choice-oriented
approach, so much sounder than Popkin's, might teach Elliott and his readers about the course of revolution and accompanying social change in Mỹ Tho/Định Tường.

War Comes to Long An, 2010: A New Chapter, Two New Forewords

The 2010 edition of *WCLA* includes a new chapter, Chapter 7, entitled “Revolutionary Dynamics and Starting Mechanisms.” The chapter presents analysis that, along with the contents of the 1972 edition of *WCLA*, comprised Race's 1973 doctoral dissertation. Much of the content of this additional chapter of *WCLA* also appears in “Toward an Exchange Theory of Revolution,” which Race contributed to an edited volume published in 1974. While it cites no material published later than that same year, the chapter draws on a much wider range of scholarship on organizational theory, in the social sciences, and on Vietnam than do the chapters in the original edition of the book. In its theorizing, its social science, this chapter departs even further from the empirically grounded narrative of the book's first three chapters than does Chapter 4 of *WCLA*. The rigor and theoretical insight of the new chapter notwithstanding, then, it is not hard to imagine for it a future of the same neglect among students of Vietnam and Southeast Asia as that earlier chapter has suffered. Such an outcome would be unfortunate.

The purpose of *WCLA*'s new chapter is to deepen and solidify the book's analysis of the aggregation of individual interests in a revolutionary context. It focuses on, and indeed takes a particular interest in the nature and potential of, the “emergent structures” to which this process of aggregation gives rise. The chapter uses as its point of departure a rather arresting question that it attributes to Huntington. How, that is, can one “make power,” or, in Race's own formulation, “create influence relationships where none existed before and with few or no material resources?” To answer this question, Race turns to “exchange theory.” Emergent structures, such as revolutionary movements, supplant exchanges among individuals in dyadic relationships with exchanges in “authority relationships.” These latter relationships convey rewards to aggregations of individuals, rewards comprised of both material benefits and of a new scheme of—once again—values. And, unlike in the pages of the 1972 edition of *WCLA*, Race now offers an explicit definition
of values: “the body of pre-rational beliefs about proper behavior that limit permissible maximizing behavior . . . Particularly in regard to politics, this category subsumes ideology, or the goal- and means-defining part of the belief structure.” Race here reaffirms the rational-choice foundations of his scholarship on Vietnam: individual members of his emergent structures remain rational maximizers. But, they conceive of benefits as deriving from policies framed by the superiors within those structures, policies informed by what Race calls values.

In many respects, this analysis, the underlying social science of the new chapter of WCLA, appears straightforward and even self-evident. Nevertheless, three of its implications or features make its significance clear.

First, the analysis in this new chapter does in fact considerably deepen and make more convincing the approach to the aggregation of rational actors into a base of support for the communists in Long An that Race develops in the 1972 edition of the book. Not least, it puts the operation of “contingent incentives” into a considerably more systematic framework.

Second, in dialogue with Huntington and certain sections of Political Order in Changing Societies, Race builds on this analysis to present a theoretically grounded interpretation of the political economy of South Vietnam during the presidency of Ngô Đình Diệm. He argues that, “obsessed with autonomy,” Ngô Đình Diệm eschewed exchanges even as his communist rivals built structures intended continually to “expand the volume of exchanges.” His regime ended up as a result with organizations amounting to little but “hollow shells” and without a constituency of support among upwardly mobile groups in the rural society of southern Vietnam. Like the rest of WCLA’s social science, this contention awaits verification and testing. But it offers a sophisticated interpretive starting point for empirical work on the history and political economy of the Republic of Vietnam.

Third, in its attention to a wider range of scholarship on Vietnam and Southeast Asia, this new chapter of WCLA explicitly situates the emergence of the structures of collective action, indeed of revolution, treated in earlier chapters of the book in the longer sweep of history. Drawing not least on the work of Robert Sansom, but also citing Scott’s pre-Moral Economy work on patron-client relations in Southeast Asia, Race understands that the new exchange relationships and new aggregations about which he writes arose
when they did for particular reasons. They filled, that is, a vacuum left by the erosion of earlier patterns of relations, above all between landlords and tenants, in rural Vietnamese society. In this understanding, in his use of Scott’s work, Race places himself and WCLA firmly in a tradition stretching back to John A. Larkin’s path-breaking scholarship on Pampanga Province in the Philippines, and through Larkin to the ideas of John Sydenham Furnivall. Nothing confirms that lineage, and with it WCLA’s Furnivallian aspect, so clearly as Race’s attribution of the development of “social bonds” and of “stronger integrative bonds” to the structures for “making power,” the emergence of which this new chapter theorizes.

The concluding section of this review essay considers this Furnivallian aspect of WCLA in more detail. The point to be made here is that awareness of WCLA’s place in this longer lineage in the study of Southeast Asia has a knock-on effect of singular importance. It permits Southeast Asianists to transcend the noise of the Scott-Popkin debate and to consider the possibility that the weaknesses of The Rational Peasant were its own, rather than those inherent in its choice-centered approach.

In addition to this important additional chapter, the expanded version of WCLA also contains a pair of new forewords. Each serves the book poorly. Neither addresses the social science of the 1972 or the 2010 version of the book in any way. While Robert Brigham’s foreword offers an intelligent and eloquent summary of the narrative chapters of WCLA, it is in the end only a summary. Jeffrey Record contributes a Fire-in-the-Lake-style rehash of clichés emanating from poorly informed American debates over war in Indochina. His foreword misapprehends some of Race’s fundamental arguments about the reasons for communist victory in Long An. Its reference to Iraq fails to engage in any serious way with the implications of WCLA for the American military’s recently renewed interest in counterinsurgency—the “CI” of yesterday, re-branded as the “COIN” of today. WCLA deserves better.

War Comes to Long An as Southeast Asian History

By 1965, as far as Jeffrey Race was concerned, the contest for Long An had effectively been decided. The final two substantive chapters in the 1972 edition of WCLA relegate the “American war” in the province through 1970 to wasteful and sad irrelevance to the outcome of the Vietnamese conflict, even
as they confirm the analysis developed in earlier chapters of the book. That edition of the book ends with two appendices; one of these provides some statistics, while the other offers “a graphic presentation of concepts” and even includes equations. These chapters and appendices are reproduced in facsimile in the 2010 edition of *WCLA*.

In its conclusions, its tone, and its terminology, *WCLA* is a studiously, perhaps even preciously, modest book. The first paragraph of its original preface famously notes:

> The reader will find few evil or incompetent characters in this book, but rather an account of how . . . a revolutionary movement was able to gain victory despite the efforts of a considerable number of honest and conscientious men, acting according to their best understanding.115

Tuong Vu cites this passage to highlight Race’s exceptional status among social-movement scholars in his lack of overt sympathy for the movement about which he writes.116 But is Race really so neutral, or is his frame of reference simply broader than those of the political scientists to whom Tuong Vu would compare him? By the final paragraph of the 1972 edition of *WCLA*, after all, Race allows himself to reveal his sympathies rather clearly:

> Long An is not a poor province; the soil could provide a bounteous life for all. But man is moved by the need for spiritual values: a sense of power over his own destiny, a sense of respect from his fellow man . . . A decade and a half of killing and destruction in Long An provides evidence of the superhuman sacrifices which some men, deprived of these values, will endure to redress their deprivation; yet it also provides a melancholy example of the lengths other men will go, already abundantly enjoying these values, to perpetuate their privilege.117

This closing reference to “other men,” to the officials of the hapless Sài Gòn government and the stubborn landed elites of the Mekong Delta, exemplifies *WCLA*’s persistent tone of studied modesty. This tone betrays none of the outrage and little of the self-righteousness typical of so much critical American writing on Vietnam by the early 1970s.118 But central to this in-itself-melancholy closing paragraph is that curious term that also lies at the center of *WCLA*’s social science: “values.”

In the centrality that they assign to values, are *WCLA* and its social science so modest after all? Regarded as a contribution to the historiography of modern
Southeast Asia, to understandings of the region’s post-1945 history, _WCLA_ hardly appears modest. To view the book, nearly four decades after its original publication, as such a contribution is to see in a new light John Lewallen’s memorable accusation against Race, made in an early review of the book. Race, he charges, misses a point that “emerges” from _WCLA_: “that, in order to win, the [Sài Gòn] government would have had to become the revolution.”119 But does this point “emerge” from _WCLA_, or does the book’s author embed the point in his work, under cover of his social science and his focus on “values”? The clearest answer to this question, and to Lewallen’s charge, appears in the final chapter of the original edition of _WCLA_. In discussing the land reform legislation adopted by the government of General Nguyễn Văn Thiệu in March 1970, Race writes:

> The program was widely propagandized as a “revolutionary” step, and had it been carried out in 1945, it certainly would have been. In the context of 1970, however, it was hardly revolutionary and in fact little more than the Saigon government’s stamp of approval on a land redistribution already carried out by the Party—in many cases a quarter of a century before.120

Vietnamese who had “abundantly enjoyed” a certain distribution of values had, that is, at the end of the colonial era in Southeast Asia also enjoyed the opportunity to effect a meaningful redistribution of values in their society. By 1970 and indeed long before that date, however, Race seems to consider it too late. New structures—the new “social bonds” and “stronger integrative bonds” mentioned in Chapter 7 of the 2010 edition of _WCLA_—had developed to meet the need for what Furnivall calls the “reintegration of society on new basis” in post-1945 Southeast Asia.121

As Furnivall considers the impact of the great changes of the second half of the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth—in the first instance on Burma but more generally on Southeast Asia as a whole and on the “tropical dependencies” of other colonized regions of the world—he focuses his greatest concern on the issue of “social disintegration” or “atomization.”122 The result of the operation of colonial states and colonial economies, this process destroys the traditional bonds that have held societies together; it leaves societies devoid of “social will.”123 In their attention both to the erosion of landlord-tenant relations and to the complementary role of the colonial state in abetting social disintegration, James C. Scott and
John Larkin worked very much in this Furnivallian tradition. Similarly, in their focus on agrarian unrest in colonial Vietnam and Burma and in the Philippines’ Pampanga Province, respectively, each of these scholars would highlight the consequences of this variant of atomization.124

Jeffrey Race’s classic work contributes to this Furnivallian legacy in a different way. For, having diagnosed atomization as the ailment of colonized societies, Furnivall places his hope for the post-independence era in Southeast Asia in the “reintegration” of these societies. Central to this process is the achievement of “a common social will.”125

In its attention to the redistribution of values in line with at least a considerable segment of social will, and to the integrating role of “emergent structures,” WCLA is, one comes at last to see, in its essence a brilliant treatment of an episode in that regional story of reintegration.

At the same time, a considerable segment of social will—just that segment that the communists’ preemptive strategy was in fact designed to attract—is not quite the same thing as the common social will across the entirety of a reintegrated society that Furnivall envisages with such hope. The cover of the new edition of WCLA remains red, but it now displays a different photograph: one that shows a South Vietnamese soldier (from a unit under CIA control) leaning over a bound communist guerilla in his captivity. This same picture appears in the photographs section of the 1972 edition of the book, where its caption reads, “Protagonists of two social orders meet on the battlefield.”126 Two unintegrated social orders, that is.

In the decades preceding the Pacific War, political and social dimensions of Southeast Asian anti-colonialism appeared to go hand in hand. Not only would independence from Western domination restore Southeast Asians’ control over the states in which they lived, but it also promised to undo the economic inequities of the colonial era and the colonial order. In much of the region, however, the first few decades after 1945 brought the eclipse of this vision of the region.127 One after another, Southeast Asian polities came increasingly under the domination of social groups and organizational formations with roots in the colonial era. Among post-independence Southeast Asian polities and societies, scholars have perhaps the least understanding of the Republic of Vietnam. Nevertheless, by end of 1963, the onset of military rule that would last until its defeat in April 1975 made clear that that polity...
and society conformed to this broader Southeast Asian pattern. It is a pattern that Race describes when he writes of a “social system which, among other things, defines and maintains a particular distribution of values.” And, at least in Long An Province, redistribution of those values demanded an attack on “a particular form of social organization.”

Without slighting the careful narrative of the first three chapters of WCLA, one must recognize that the work’s success in bringing clarity to its analysis of that attack owes much to its long neglected social science, to Jeffrey Race the ratsi. This was true of the original 1972 edition of the book. It is even truer of the new edition; the additional chapter makes more robust both WCLA’s social science and its history.

Insistence on the historiographical value of Race’s book has, in turn, implications of its own. WCLA presents an account of communist success, but it roots that account in the social dynamics of the 1950s and 1960s rather than in more distant historical, cultural, and intellectual developments. It thus avoids reinforcing the sense of inevitability that characterizes the Vietnamese Communist Party’s still influential interpretations of the country’s history. Or as Milton Osborne wrote, in his joint, appreciative review of David Marr’s Vietnamese Anticolonialism, 1885–1925 and Jeffrey Race’s War Comes to Long An: “Mr Race’s book is salutary since it makes us remember that the revolutionaries who ‘won’ in Long-An did not couch their appeals in terms of the Can-Vuong (Royalist) movement of the 1880s nor make reference to Phan Bội Châu and Phan Chu Trinh.” Not bad, for a work of rational-choice scholarship.
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ABSTRACT
First published in 1972, Jeffrey Race’s War Comes to Long An has never gone out of print. It has now been republished in an updated and expanded edition. While highly regarded among Southeast Asianists as a classic account of communist success in winning control of a strategic province in the Mekong Delta from the government of the Republic of Vietnam, War Comes to Long An is also a work of innovative social science. Attention to the book’s long ignored social science and to the rational-choice foundations of its analysis opens up new perspectives on the “Scott-Popkin debate.” It suggests the need for reconsideration of the value of rational-choice approaches to the study not only of Southeast Asian politics but also of the modern history of the region, to which War Comes to Long An speaks in previously overlooked ways.
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